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ABSTRACT 

Some disputes about primary personality structure on Q-data 

suggested the need for an entirely fresh analysis unbiassed by 

existing scales. Both to achieve this and to check some superi

orities claimed for radial parcel over item factoring , 184 16 P.F . 

items were given to 780 adults. Reduced by radial parcelling 

to 46 variables, they factored to 20 factors (19 having been found 

in item and scale factoring) which rotated to a statistically sig

nificant simple structure . Despite slight alterations by the ap

proximation which followed in projecting these factors on t he items 

the item patterns significantly matched, by two indices: (a) the 

original "ideal " 16 P. F. keys for the primaries, and (b) an indepen

dent factoring of the same items as items. It is concluded that the 

16 P.F. primar i es are well confirmed and that parcelled factoring 

can in some respects exceed the precision of item factoring. 
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Sack ground 

As the questionnaire which concretizes a basic theory about the 

nU11ber and nature of primary source traits,the 16 P.F. has been the 

subject of many checking research~s . A majority (see survey in Cat

tel, 1973) confirm the trait patterns, but some have challenged the 

theory, notably Eysenck's (1971) findings of three factors, Howarth 

and Brown's (1971) finding of ten, and Comrey and Duffy's (1968) of 

e ight. 

The programmatic research over 25 years which has intensified 

the 16 P.F. scales has worked on the principle of progressive~

tification (Cattell, 1973) beginning with a delineation of factor 

positions by factoring items and proceeding to precision the posi 

tions by factoring scales or small parcels of items. Eysenck, Ho 

warth and some others have asserted that only item factoring can be 

satisfactory and Comrey and Duffy (1968) have asserted that only the 

factoring of parcels ("FHlM"s) can be dependable. The present wri

ter (Cattell , 1973) has shown theoretically that they are actually 

equivalent, that good strategy may call for alternation, and that 

rotational advantages reside in parcels, provided the parcels are 

constructed in a certain way--namely as radial parcels (Cattell & 

Burdsal, 1973). 

The best known of the researches, mutually confi r mator y, on 

the primary structure of the 16 P.F., over the past twelve years 

used scales. Thus Cattell, Eber and Oelhees (1968) took the 64 

variables consti tuted by four scales for each of sixteen factors ; 

Cattell and Tsujioka (1965), cross checking with a Japanese pop

ula t ion and translation used 32 scales, and Cattell, Schroder and 
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Wagner (1969) with two German samples and transl ations, factored the 

same 64 as in t he American study. Both in these and in the earlier 

item studies it could be objected that despite the routine procedures 

of rotating without knowing the variables (' 'blindly"), the existence 

in other parts of the data of the familiar scale labels or marker 

items could either have favored the original structure inherently or 

"leaked" to the rotators . Accordingly, it has seemed desirable to 

~ake a completely fresh analysis of the personality sphere of items 

in the 16 P. F. by using parcels as variables which cannot prejudge 

structure because they bear no relation to the factor scales and 

which cannot influence the rotation because they are of unknown con

tent . 

'flwo such researches were planned, one with adults in middle 

years, now reported here, and one with undergraduates, reported else

where (Burdsal & Vaughan, 1973). 

Experiment and Main Analysis 

For most effective parcel factoring, it is necessary to use ra

dial parcelling , i . e., grouping items by their having homogeneity 

in being angularly close as vectors in the factor space. llomogene

ity of parcels by correlation can in certain conditions be disabling 

to precision work in factor analysis . The description of the pro

cedure of arranging the 184 items of Form A of the 16 P.F . in 46 ra

dial parcels of 4 items each (paying no regard to present factor af

filiation) has been fully set out elsewhere (Cattell & Burdsal , 1973) 

and will for econoay not be recounted . 

..... 
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The 184 i tems were given t o 780 adults of varied occupat ions , 

17 to 65 years of a~c (cent e rin~ on 30) and o f both sexe s and the 

scor es on the four items in each parcel were added with sui table 

sign gi ving a possible range f r om Oto 8 on each variable. Corre

l ations were cal culated without Sheppard' s correction, so that cor 

relat ions and loadings may not be quite so high as could be, but 

s tructure is our aim and unmodi fied r's are deemed safer. 

A principal components factoring yielded the scree shown in 

Figure 1. 

The scree is not quite as definite as usual but one could not 

go under 19 to 20 factors without definitely departing from the 

sc r ee line and so we took the usual safety measure of possibly go

ing one over and iterated communalities to 20. As an i nitial ana

l yt ic aid toward simple structure we took a promax and oblimax 

which brought the± .10 hyperplane t o a 76 . 5% count . This would 

of t en be counted good enough to stop, but because a lot of person

ality theory hinges on getting i ndubitably sound simple structure 

r esolution in this crucial research , we proceeded to two months of 

hand rotations by Rotoplot. These were, of course completely blind, 

since the parcel numbers were "meaningless" , but they verified that 

appreciable i mprovement was possible, as shown by the history of the 

search for a hyperplane plateau in Figure 2. 

Considering both the± . 10 and± .OS widths, it is evident that 

we were getting into the plateau region and not maki ng much systema

tic improvement after about the 14th overall rotation, but we contin

ued to 21 before concluding that we were operat ing in chance fluctu

ations. It will be seen that we had improved on the analytical rota-
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tions by about 6.5\ for the ! . 10 and 20\ for the ! .OS band 

Ther e is evi dence ooth here and 1n other s t udies that by the time 

one approaches a 700-800 sampl e , and test s o f averagel y Rood reli

ability, the ! .OS widt h is the essent ia l ly i nclusive boundary of 

t he true zero loading hyperplane. 

There is methodologica l i nt eres t he r e i n showing (1) that with 

~ood condit ions i t is! .OS t hat ma r ks t he rea l hyper plane boundary, 

?or the i nc rease i n the ± .10 , which of course inc l udes the! .OS, 

i s entirel y due to the! .05 increase and i ndeed we can show that 

actually a small decrease occurred i n the region of +.OS to +.10 

and -.OS to -.10 , (2) that ordinary analytical programs fal l far 

short of putt i ng the hyperplane where the real maximum (the! .OS 

width) lies. The direction cosines of factors at SO\ count were 

considerably different from those when we final l y locked into the 

dense 60\ position, and the t r ait meanings proport ionately changed: 

automat ic programs are at present not good enough for precise re

search. 

The R, V
0

, Land in this case also the Vrp (since the variables 

would have no direct meaning) have been deposited at NAPS. 

Testing for Invariance and Meaning 

There is little point in testing for constancy of meaning from 

study to study unless the uniqueness of the rotational position in 

each is sufficiently assumed. Accordingly, we applied the Bargmann 

test for significance of simple structure. The results for a hyper

plane width of .18 are shown in Table 1. 

Factor B, intelligence, and H, parmia (as in final interpreta

tion) just miss the .OS l evel, but otherwise , all eventually i nter -
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pteted factors except 0, guilt proneness, have si~ni ficant simpl e 

structure. 

~ext we seek t o answer the vital questions whether these fac

tors confirm (a) the patterns commonly found in the 16 P.F ., and 

(b) t he independent analysis of thi same data by factoring items . 

Both of these require that we shift from loadings on parcels to 

loadings on items and this was accomplished by using the Dwyer ex

tension method for determining t he correlation of a new set of var

iables - the 184 items in this case - with the existing factors . 

It will be recalled that this starts with a matrix of correlations 

of the new variables with the old varibles - the items with the par

cels - and there is no escape (except a fantastically long calcula

tion) from the sliiht error which enters into these values from each 

item being contained within one of the 46 parcel s with which it is 

correlated. This boosts one correlation, but since the correlation 

of the item with the factor here rests typically on the (weighted) 

mean correlation with the 10 parcels,the effect is judged to be 

negl igible. More important is the need to transform the values ob

tained from the Dwyer - which are correlations and therefore actu

ally the v,s rather than the V fp matrix - i nto a Vfp , factor pat

tern matrix, since matchings of factors (as well as simple s tructure) 

are properly observed in this particular V. The Vfp obtained from 

Vfp s V fs R -1 has been filed in NAPS with other reference matrices 

from this article. 

Taking this Vfp projection on items,we compare it first with 

the standard pattern as given for scoring in the 16 P.F . Handbook . 

This is, of course, a V6 to which the nearest •trix would be a v,s I. I 
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i. e. , the goodness of correlation with the factors, but the scor 

ing key departs f rom this once again , for it gives O and 1 wei ghts 

only ; so that some alteration of matche s is to be expected from 

these influences (except for the s index) . 

In an important comparison such as this it seemed desirable 

to seek verification from two distinct methods: the congruence 

coefficient which considers every loading (Burt, 1940) and the 

salient variahle similarity index (Cattell, Bal car, Morn & Nessel -

roade, 1969) which definitively divides the variables on each fac

tor into salients (markers significantly loaded) and hyperplane 

variables. In this case,in view of the evidence in Figure 2, that 

the hyperplane boundary falls around 0.05, we cut off at that level. 

The results are shown in Table 2 above. The factors which check by 

every count - highest row and column value simultaneously - and 

P<.01 on both or J><.05 on the other - are A, B, C, F, G, M, I, L, 0, 

and Q
2

• Sound by cummulative evidence are E, Q
1

, Q3 , and Q4. Fac

tor M is doubtful on the salient indices, and factor N fails altoge

ther to match the " ideal " . 

Let us consider next the agreement between the two independent 

factor analyses of the same data - by parcels and by items. The re

sults shown in Table 3, as also those in Table 2, have had the order 

of factors in the matrix re- arranged, as far as the first 16 factors 

are concerned, in the order of the 16 P.F. factors with which they 

best match, i. e., the agreement shown i s not miraculous. The test 

of identity now arises in Table 3 whether the parcel factors that 

have been identified with 16 P.F. A, 8, C, etc and item factors in

dependently identified vith A, B, C, etc. (Cattell, 19'72) vill mu-
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tuall y agree. Since the item factors are arranged in Table 3 as 

1, 2, 3, etc., corresponding to their identifications (Cattell, 

197 2) with A, B, C, and re' s and s's obtained are checks on the 

thr ee -cornered completeness of the matching, i.e., of the 16 

P. F. key representing all past r.esearches, the item factoring 

and the par cel factoring. 

The question natur ally arises whether certain better matches 

could be obtained if we had not stood by the 16 P.F. - Item and 

16 P. F.- Parcel fact or identification; but after playing with a 

few possible reshufflings of the Item-Parcel matchin~ per se, we 

found that t he best overall match - considering both r e ands -

was that which preser ved the A, B, C, etc. identities on both 

sides. In 9 of the matches, the matching was the best for both 

r ow and column, and if negative values were ignor ed it would be 

better st ill . The sampl ing fluctuations are sometimes, e. g ., in 

Q2 , such that the value for t he mat ch accepted is only trivially 

less than some other value that would not have fitted the three 

cornered match , and in any case, with the exception of A and B, 

both t ypes of matching i ndex reach acceptable significance. 

Comparing Table 3 with Table 2, one recognizes t hat the mat 

chings are slightly better and reach some higher values - 3 ver

sus O above .65. Tab le 3 shows also that N is sat is factoril y 

matched thou~h the question arises whether t he few N items in i t 

justify calling it since it will not match the ~ey s i gnificant l y. 

Th1s slight advanta~e could be due t o the purely statistical fa ct, 

mentioned above, that the key comparison of t he par cels uses t he 

crude values of O and 1, and that it is a Vr< r ather t han a Vfy or, 

mor e likely, to the fact that par cels and items derive from t he 
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same samp l e of 780 gener a l adul t s, ~hercas the 16 P. F. key is a 

composi t e of several re searc11es, in winch unJer~ra<luates sre t he 

base s for about hal f t he fac t orings. E:.l sewhere i t has been pointed 

out t hat ot her resu lts point t o X. 

to change of expression with age. 

r., and Q bein~ most s usceptibl e 
I 

This is borne out here if we con-

sider the ~ey t o be more s tudent -affec ted, and, in addition , Table 

3 shows that there is inherent difficulty in getting a firm rotation 

al position for r,. It is noticable in Table 1 that C. , super ego, 

and B, intelli~ence, leave fewer variables in the hyperplane and it 

is conceivably a psychological fact that their breadth of influence 

in personality leaves them in relative difficulty in exactness of 

rotation. 

At any rate from Tables 1 , 2, and 3 together one gets a round 

consensus that some factors are highl y replicable and steady in the 

three cornered comparisons, namely , B, C, F, II, I, Q2 , that a middle 

group shows some trivial shortcoming in matching, namely A, L, O,and 

Q
3

; and that, though still significant, the matching of E, r., ~. N, 

and Q1 show some unsteadines s in the patterns of these factors. 

Summary 

( 1) The essential purpose of this investigation is to see how 

far a completely fresh approach to primary personality structure in 

the domain of items in the 16 P. F. by parcel factoring yields results 

consistent (a ) with the tradit i onal structure of t he 16 P. F. as shown 

by i t s key scor i ng, and (b) with an independent analysi s by items of 

the s ame da ta. 

(2) On a population sample of 780 adults of varied age the 46 

parcels factored to 20 factors with i s only one different from t he 

number ·found for items (Cattell, 1972) and scales (Cattell, Eber , & 
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Delhees, 1968; Cattell , Schr oder and Wagner, 1968) and in the expec

t ed direction. An extension rotoplot improved simple structure be

yond t he analytical program to values of high Bargmann significance . 

(3) At this unique position the projection of the parcel fac 

t or s on i tems (Dwyer) permitted matiching of the derived item load

ings with (a) the 16 P.F . keyed values from past research and (b) 

the i t em factoring from the same data i ndependently rotated . Using 

bot h avai l abl e mating indices c ands, we obtain a combined verdict 

of significant matchings holding for the three cornered comparison 

for al l factors but N. The N match was significant at the .01 

level between items and parcels, but not with the 16 P.F. key. 

Wi t hin t his significance of matching, however, the tight

es t agreement is for B, intelligence, c, ego strength, 

F , surgency, H, parmia, I, premsia, Q2 , self sufficiency, and Q
4

, 

ergic tension. ~1iddling values are found for A, L, 0, and Q
3 

and 

values indicating need for sharper scale definition in E, G, ~.Q
1

, 

and N. 

(4) The investigation supports the pr esent writer' s methodo

logical argument that items and parcels (including short ' 'equiva

l ent ' ' scales) yield the same number and nature of factors and that 
' 

when radial parce llin~ is used, parcelling has the advantage over 

items of yielding more exact hyperplanes to guide rotation. 
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Table l 

Significance of Simple Structure for Individual Factors 

Factor Number 

As Finally Interpreted 

Significance : P < 

Factor Number 

As Finally Interpreted 

Significance: P < 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

A B C 1 E F G H l L M 

.01 .06 . 01 . 01 .01 .OS .06 .01 .OS .01 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

N 0 - Uninterpreted -

.01 NS .05 .06 . 01 .OS .05 .06 NS . 05 
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Table 2 

Matching of Factors with the 16 P.F. "Ide.al" Pattern 

Present Fae tor Numb er 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Factor with which Matched A B C E F G H I L M 

Congruence Coef f . , r 25* 
C 

27* 33* 21 31* 19* 45* 60* 19* 13 

r Significance : 
C 

p < .01 . 01 .01 .01 . 01 . 01 . 01 . 01 . 01 .01 

Salient Var iable S Index 24 16* 17* 13 27* 16* 29* 42* 17* 10 

S Significance . 01 .05 . 01 .05 .01 .05 .01 .01 .01 .10 

Present Factor Number 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Factor with which Matched N 0 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 

Congruence. Coef f. , r 02 27* 13 39* 16 23 
C 

S ignif ica nc e : p < NS .01 .01 . 01 .01 . 01 

Salient Variable s Index 00 20* 10 29* 13 23 

s Significance NS . 01 .10 . 01 . 05 . 01 

* Means that the value accepted as a match is simultaneously the highest in the row 
and the column, i . e. , has no rival for either factor. 

The P values are approximate since in both cases (r and S) they require extra
polation from the existing distribution tables (Schiieewind & Cattell, 1970; 
Cattell, Balcar , Horn & Nesselroade, 1969) out to 184 variables . At this we 
have acc epLed boundaries (or r of . 08 and .05 and Cor Sol .18 and .12 1or 
significance at the P < .01 ana P , .05 l evels respec tively . 
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Table. 3 

Matching Agreements of Independent Factorings, 

by Parcels and by Items 

Present Parcel Factor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Number 

Interpretation in Table 2 A B C E F G H I L M 

Factor Number in Item l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Factoring 

Congruence r 17 67* 39* 26 75* 16 44* 71* 26 34* 
C 

r Significance 
C 

p < .01 ,01 ,01 .01 ,01 ,01 ,01 . 01 . 01 , 01 

Salient Index S 10 52* 41* 14 50* 11 27 37* 15 23* 

S Significance P < .06 01 01 ·OS 01 06 ,01 .01 ,05 ,01 

Present Parcel Factor 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 . 19 20 
Number 

Interpretation in Table 2 N 0 Ql Q2 QJ Q4 - Uninterpreted -

Factor Number in Item 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
Factoring 

Congruence: r 
C 

37* 26 44 35 22 50* 17 22 56 

r Significance : 
C 

p < .01 . 01 ,01 .01 . 01 . 01 .01 .01 . 01 

Salient· Index, s 23* 16 34 24 21 44* 15 24* 29 

S Significance: l' < .01 .05 .01 . 01 . 01 01 05 01 01 
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